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This paper is an attempt lo illwtrale how rhe establishment and operation of a poultry insurance 
scheme in Nigeria can aid in mrn~mising the incidence of income loss due to high mortality rates in poultry 
farming. Attendon is d r a w  to the paucity of moruijty data as a major bottleneck in ~nsdtuting the 
scheme. The study utilises e ~ n i r i c a l  data from the Nigerian experience to show the outlines and logistics 
of a suggested scheme (type ; l f  data, terms. cunrracts, prerniulri and indemn~ty calculations). 

Introduction 
The Nigerian livestock industry consists primarily of five livestock types namely; 

cattle, sheep, goats, pigs and poultry. According to the FA0 (1983) production 
figures for these groups were 235,000 metric tonnes (MT) of beef, 44,090 MT of  
mutton and lamb. 137,000 MT of goatmeat, 48,000MT of pork, and 262.000 MT of 
poultrymeat. These figures indicate that paultry is one of the most important 
sources of meat in Nigeria. 

In addition to the above, poultry production is widespread all over the country be- 
ingunrestricted to any part either by disease, religion OF aesthetics. I n  addition, its 
eslablishment cost is small compared to other livestock types and its gestation period 
is also relatively short., thus providing a quick source of income to its owners. Given 
this background, i t  is useful t o  consider poultry insurance as the first example in in- 
troducing livestock insurgce  t o  the Nigerian. agricultural sector. 
Poultry Insurance 

In its most common' meaning, poultry insurance is essentially life insurance ap- 
plied to birds, such insurance may cover death from any cause not due to wilful 
mistreatment o r  neglect by the owners, or i t  may coverall such causes of death with 
stipulated exceptions. The essence of poultry insurance lies in the elimination of the 
risk of  loss for an individual bird through the combination of a large number of 
similarly exposed birds whose owners each contribute to-a  common fund by means 
of premium payment sufficient to make good the losses caused by the risk situation. 

Comprehensive (all-risk) poultry insurance programmes have been in operation in 
countries like Japan, the United States, Canada and the Soviet Union since the turn 
of the country and is now available in most developed countries (Ray, 1981). 
However, poultry insurance and indeed, agricultural insurance has been slow to 
come t o  developing countries. It started in Jamaica in 1943. Chile 1970, Mexico 1961 
and has not been all encompassing in any of these countries since then (Gzrel, 1980). 

Agricultural insurance in general is currently on the top of the programme of 
agricultural development in Nigeria. As a matter of fact, the Nigerian government 
has set up a National Agricultural lnsurance Scheme based in the Federal Ministry 
of Agriculturein collaboration with the National Insurance Corporation of Nigeria. 



Tbc lchm provides necessary covers to maize, rice, cattle and poultry farmers 
against natural disaster and other risks. However, the organizational structure and 
impkmentation logistics have not been properly worked out. A few studies have 
highlighted problems in these two areas. (Adegeye et al, 1978; Alli, (1980). Other 
studies in the area of organization and implementation of such a scheme in Nigeria 
include those by Adesimi and Alli (1980). Adesimi (1984) and JaRya (1984). Most of 
these studies are general with no reference to any particular sector except those of 
Adcsimi and Alli (1980) and Adesirni (1984) which dealt with the issues of arable 
crop insurance and tree crop insurance respectively. - In the area of livestock production, most researchers have avoided empirical 
illustration of livestock insurance largely because of the paucity of data with which 
lo establish the actuarial base for its take-off. Jafiya (1984) argued for example, that 
for a meaningful programme, the statistics should be compiled from the results of a 
number of years taken consecutively in order to develop a pattern from which to 
project future possible and probable values in terms of liability and claim costs 
Even if insurance companies are prepared to take some risks and prl;Ldrk on 
livestock insurance, mortality data - the most important component of the ac- 
tuarial base - is virtually not available. 

It is in light of this mortality data problems that this paper attempts to shed some 
hght on the issue of instituting a livestock (poultry) iasurance scheme for Nigeria. 
This is borne out of the fact that Nigerian farmers are in even greater need of in- 
surance protection for their livestock against premature death, disuse or disability 
through disease and accidents, than farmers in more advanccd countries where there 
are social welfare safety nets that take care of basic needs even when yield is almost 
zero. 

The basic advantage of a poultry insurance scheme to the Nigerian economy is 
that it will stabilise income from poultry production and is the long run raise the 
return from poultry investmert through the resultant improvements in management. 
T t i s  basic advantage is afforded by the fact that ( i )  poultry insura w e  will guarantee 
an automatic protection to the farmer against loss of the percent ge of his insured 
stock from accident disease and high mortality rate; (ii) raise his credit worthiness 
and t b s  induce banks to lend to poultry farmers, (iii) increase productivity of 
poultry birds through the improvement of management practices zcwng farmers, 
(iv) induce risk-aversed farmers to invest in poultry, (v) relieve the government of . 

the financial burden of providing relief grants to farmers who sufier losses from 
hazards. Such funds can be transferred to other areas of poultry improvement such 
as veterinary services, subsidised feeds, etc. 

Specifically, the objectives of this paper are: 

- (a) to examine the prospects of poultry insurance scheme in Nigeria - problems, 
terms and forms of contracts, 

(b) to illustrate the actuarial base of the scheme with empirical- time-series data 
collected from actual farm e ~ p e r i e n k  in Nigeria. 

(c) to make sugpsstions that would strengthen its viability. 



Risks in Poultry Insurance 
Poultry production, like any other livestock operation, is plagued by a host of 

risks and uncertainties. These include (a) natural risks caused by phenomena such as 
drought, excess moisture and heat; fire and oiher vagaries in weather condition (b) 
poultry diseases such as New Castle, poultry pox, coccidiosis and chronic 
respiratory dlseases (c) pests such as fleas, lice, rats and ticks. All these result in high - 
mortality rates in poultry production. 

Apart from these, there are other risks such as social risks (burglary, theft, fire), , 
economic risks (price fluctuations. loss or unexpected depeciation of investment); 
uncertain or unstable supply of feed as well as variations in the quality of feed. 
While most of these risks are prevalent everywhere in Nigeria, their seriousness 
depends on individual management skills as well as locational advantages. 

Poultry lnsurance Problems in Nigeria 
Before discussing tne issue of empirical demonstration of the modus operandi of a 

prospective poultry insurance scheme in Nigeria, i t  is pertinent.to highlight some of 
the problems that need be tackled to facilitate its effective take off. These problems 
are discussed under 4 major subheadings namely, (a) problems of insufficient de- 
mand, (b) data inavailability (c) organisational proble~ns and (d) moral hazards. 

(a) Insufficient Demand. The first basic condition for a workable insurance 
scheme is the availability of an effective demand, i.e. felt need for insurance, backed 
by at least a partial ability to pay for it.  Adequate effective demand for insurance is 
expected to be facilitated when there is a considerable number of rnedium/large 
scale poultry farmers who appreciate the economic gains from an Insurance pro- 
gramme. In Nigeria however, even though there are a sizeable number of m a u m  
and large scale producers, the demand for a poultry insurance scheme may be low 
due to (i) low literacy level among producers resulting in general ignorance of the im- 
portance/usefulness of insurance, (ii) low income hence inability to meet insurance 
costs, (iii) the seemingly poor image of the existing insurance industry in Nigeria 
and (ivj absence of established culture of insuring farm enterprises. 

fb) Data Avaihbility: As noted earlier, lack of data regarding incidence of death, 
disease and accident among stocks is a major problem in Nigeria. Majority of 
poultry farmers have not developed a culture of keeping adequate and reliable 
records on the performance of their stock. Data cannot be collected from insurance 
companies because most do not have policies on livestock. Any large scale assump- 
tion of risks should be based on a fairly accurate estimate of their aggregate pro- 
bability in other to determine in advance, the precise nature of the insurer's liability 
and the relative cost and benefit to the insured. It will therefore be difficult to 
develop any meaningful policy in the absence of such data. 

(c) Organizutional Problem: From the experience in different countries with 
respect to the workings of various poultry insurance schemes, it appears that in- 
surance of birds has particularly developed in areas where initiative has been taken 



f.rmar tbcmscIves for h e i r  mutual pCorcftion either locally by small oooperative 
wckties or on a broader basis by larger provincial or national insurance organiza- 
Pbor formed or managed by farmers' unions. In Nigeria, no institution ir 

currently operating a full agricultural or Livestock insurance scheme except perhap: 
the National Cooperative Insurance Satiety of Nigeria (NCISN) which undertake 
agricultural insurance on a limited basis. 

(d) Morol hazar&: Generally, some losses are incurred in poultry farming which 
. arc either due to the disposition of the fanner or deliberate neglect of basic sanitary 

recommendations. This sort of moral r i a  i$ neither covered no; compensated for by 
the insurance company. In most case$. thn moral hazard is difficult to establish and 
would therefore result in disagreement betwecn the insurer and the insured.. 

Tenns and Conditions of Contracd. 
( i )  Rating Methods 

Premium rates fot ~ o u l t r y  insurance are computed from the probability of loss 
from death due to disease or accident among specific classes of birds. When or 
where the scheme has been in operation over a period of time, the probability is 
calculated on the basis of actual loss experience recorded by many insurance offices 
over a series of years. In the case of Nigeria where there are virtually no such 
schemes, it can be determined direct from the mortality data. Whatever the meth6d 
used, the nature of risk also affects the premiums bayable. Due to the epidemic 
nature of infectious diseases, birds to be insured against such diseases should nor- 
mally pay more;'so also are birds of certain ages since mortality rate increases with 
age. 

(ii) &Isis for Valuation and indemnity. 

In determining the amount of cover, either the market value or the appraised 
value of the birds could be used. In the U.K. for example, the more gcyeral practice 
is the use of the market value. The difference between the two methods lies in the 
calculation of indemnities payable upon loss. In the former case. the amount of in- 
demnities payable is based on the market value of birds at loss regardless of, but not 
exceeding, the insured value. However, under the latter method, the indemnity 
payable is based on the appraised value of the birds in the insurance office and not 
the actual value immediately before loss. Such an appraisal value is influenced 

- heavily by the assumed theoretical rate of depreciation. In continenral Europe where 
poultry insurance is common, the total indemnity ranges from as low as 60 per cent 
in France to as high as 90 percent in Germany. 

Poultry insurance policies covering death losses are generally issued for a 
12-month period and are subject to renewal. Some Schandinavian countries en- 
courage longer term contracts of up lo four years. A long tern1 contract is more 
economical to both the insurers and the insured in saving costs in time and ad- 
ministration of renewal as well as from the effects of flunctuations in interest rates 



and other f r to r s .  Otha items of information needed in an insurance proposal in- 
clude breed of stock, sex, age, management m w a m m e  and class of risk. 

Empirhl I l . r ( r l t l o m  
Poultry buds generally have beer1 allotted materially shorter spans of life than the 

biblical three-score-and ten but, the natural laws of survival and death for these 
birds, except when caused by man, appear to weave a pattern quite similar to that 
presented by mortality tables for humans. Usually, a progressively rising mortality 
curve with advancing age appears to be characteristic of any known mortality tables 

, either for man or animals implying that, ceteris, paribus, mortality and age tend to 
increase or decrease together. Valgren (1945) showed that there is a positive correla- 
tion between mortality and advancing age among poultry birds by using mortality 

/ data supplied by a Farmer's Mutual Insurance Association in the United States. 

The data 
The data used for the empirical application to Nigeria were collected from a batch 

on poultry laying birds in southern Nigeria. Data collected include information on 
mortality rate, number of birds, age, management practice etc. The data covered the 
rnortality history of a batch of layers from day-old to 35 months old. 

Analysis a d  Interpretation 
As table 1 indicates, the farm started operations in the year with 306 layers. The 

table indicates the age, death rate per 1000 birds, monthly cumulative death and so 
on for the first 35 months. The highest loss was recorded at the age of 12 month: 
The death rate columns show increasing trend with advancing age. The 3-group 
moving average w& carried out to smoothen out the irregularity in the rise of death 
resulting from the relative smallness.of the numbers of death Losses involved. 

Table 2 shows the buds' monthly probability of dying for the entire period of 35 
months. Even though there are .wcasional fluctuations in the figures from the first 
month till the 35th month when it is expected that all the birds would have been 
wiped out, the table revealed an underlying trend indicating increasing probability 
of dying (column 6) and decreasing average future life time (ex, colum 8) with ad- 
vancing age. 



TABLE 1: MORTALITY TABLE FOR LAYERS (BLACK OLYMPIC) BASED 
ON 3tM BIRDS FROM A POULTRY FARM IN NIGERIA, 1982. 

Age Number No of Cumulative . Cumulative 3-Croup 
(Month) Living Deaths Death Death rate/ 1000 Moving 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) Avaage (6) 

mum: Lomputea rrom Uata generated on a Poultry Farm in Nlgerla. 

M u m  Calfnbtioas 
Premium rates for poultry insurance can easily be determined on the basis of mor- 

tality data a t  given ages like the one shown on table 2. The rise in  death rate with ad- 
vancing age suggests a varying premium rate based on the age birds are offered for 
insurance. This implies that premium payments would be directly proportional to 
the age of the birds. 

Premium calculations can be determined from the Net Premium Calculation 
which is defined as the amount required from each insured to provide all benefits 



lwdmscd um&r the contract exclud~ng expenses. The Net Single Premium (N) is. 
akulatuc using equation (I). 

'(I) ........... N = PIU 

Age Start Survivm Deaths Pmbabiiity M x  i- SX Tk* Average 
Months (Mx) (Sx) (lh) d - g  Future 

ax) W Lifetime 
ex 

(1) 0) (3) i4) 0) (6) 4V (8) 

306 3CM) 6 0 
29!3 I 0.003 

299 2!M S 0.017 
294 Z94 0 0.000 
m 28s 9 e.03r 
285 279 6 0.021 
279 278 1 0 . a  
278 276 2 0.007 
276, 265 11 0.040 
265 259' 6 0.023 
259 251 8 0.03 1 
25 1 238 13 Om2 
238 160 58 0.244 
180 159 21 0.1 17 
159 ,144 15 0.W 
1 44 122 22 0.153 
1 22 1 Cn 15 0.123 
lof 103 4 0.037 
103 94 9 0.087 
94 89 * 3 0.053 
89 86 3 0.034 
86 82 4 0.W7 
82 79 3 0.37 
79 77 2 0.25 
77 73 4 0.m2 
73 63 10 0.137 
63  51 12 ' 0.191 
51 44 7 0.137 
44 43 1 0.023 
43 4 1 2 0.047 
41 33 8 0.1% 
33 fl 2 0.061 
31 21 10 0.323 
2 1 10 11 0.524 
10 4 6 0.600 
'4 n 4 1 .OOO 

*(a) L X n  = Tx,; (b) Txi = T x ~  + i  

or example; the value for row 33 col7 (Tx34 = T x ~ ~  + Lx13 = 7 + 15.5' = 22.5 



where 

P = the probability of dying 
I = the total amouni of insurance policy and 
U = the discount factor at an assumed rate of interest. 

For deaths that occur anytime during the montb, the face value of the policy is paid 
at the end of that month, the d,ipmunt facror is therefore included so that premlum 
collected at theend oC t h  month can be discounted to the time of loss. The discount 

a 
factor, based on prevailing interest rates and the period of policy, is read off from a 
standard present value table. For example, with reference to table 1, suppose the 
farmer wants to insure his stock. Taking into consideration that the particular 
farmer's production cost is NIO, the farmer and the insurance company might decide 
to enter a policy of N2.000 (i.e. at 65 percent of full-risk). 

The Net Single Premium for a NL,iKK), Cmonth term policy instance is calculated 
as follows (assuming he starts whcli the birds are beginning their sixth month and a 
compound interest rate of 3 percent) using equation (1): 

6111 Month: 0.004 x 2000 x 0.9709 = M7.77 
7th Month: 0.007 x 2000 x 0.9426 = N13.20 
8th Monlh: 0.040 x 2000 x 0.9151 = W73.21 
9thMonth: 0.023 x 2000 x 08885 = 1140.87 

(1135.05 

rhis amount representb in effect. the amount of money the insurer would have to 
collect at age 6 months lo provide niortality benefits promised under the contract. 

lndemnilk  calculation^ 
Assessed value bas)\ ~ n d e m n ~ ~ v  calculations is considered appropriate in this paper 

because there arc 1 1 0  records ol prrvioub Insurance experiences, t h  animals are new 
alitl have to be assessed in  ad\ari~c 1 ~ 1  acceptance for insurance policies. Indtmnity 
t D) wlll be calculated uslrlg equatlon (2). 

(2) .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .D original value x Discount factor 
A NO uf deaths 

C'ontinuirig with the p~eceeding cxa~~ipie, i f  the original value of each layer at the 
iirne of entering the contract is fixed at N10, the indemnity payable at  the end of the 
8th month i.e. 3 months after the contract will equal N100.66 = (W10)(0.9151)(11) 
while N108.87 v.111 be payable to the insured in month 11. However, if under this - 
n"2W - 4 months term policy, the entire flock iswiped out, the indemnity payable 
will no: exceed the amount of the policy (ix. X2000.00). 

Condusions 
Although there are technical and logistical problems in organizing and operating a 

livestock insurance policy in Nigeria, experiences with such policies in most of the 
developed countries would indicate that such difficulties would not necessarily 



prevent a beginning albeit experimental. 
In starting such policies,>igeria wvuld be able to draw on these accumulated ex- 

periences and hence, choose among systems consistent with her own special cir- 
cumstances. Because it is a relatively new concept. the government needs getting in- 
volved especially with respect to educating and if necessary mPndoting insurance 
companies to take a second loqk at this sector. The farmers also need education with 
respect to the importance of record keeping which though need not be sophisticated 
but must meet the needs highlighted by the empirical illustration carr~ed out in the  
last part of this paper. 
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